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Gray Line of San Francisco’s
Muir Woods Giant Redwoods and Sausalito Tour
A trip to Northern California would not be complete without seeing the Majestic Redwoods which grow
in their natural state along the Pacific coast of California from the Monterey Peninsula to the Oregon
Boarder. Cut almost to extinction in the late 1800s, today they are protected in our National
monuments and parks. San Francisco is Lucky to have a beautiful virgin grove just 30 minutes from
the Golden Gate Bridge. Named for famed environmentalist John Muir and situated in the beautiful
coastal mountains these Sequoia Semprevirons can live to be 2200 years old and reach heights of
360 feet. The Gray Line local expert driver guide enhances the trip by giving important facts about the
area and about the forest before letting visitors experience the beautiful nature trail on their own.
There are signs along the path where more information is given to enhance the experience. This
roundtrip path follows redwood creek where Salmon Hatchlings can be seen certain times of the year
and where mule deer come down from the local mountains for water and tasty greens along the
water’s edge. Half way down the path is “Cathedral grove” of Redwoods which tower above the
forest floor dwarfing the many other trees which make up the forest canopy.
The Gray Line of San Francisco tour gives a full hour and a half for the visit to ”Muir Woods National
Monument” before heading back to the lovely coastal town of Sausalito. The luxury mini Coach with
panoramic windows and comfortable seats is a great way to travel through these beautiful mountains.
Once in Sausalito however you have the option of coming back by coach or returning to San
Francisco aboard the luxury Blue and Gold ferry. Sausalito has lovely views of the bay with San
Francisco in the distance. Quaint, one of a kind boutiques, art Galleries and restaurants hug the main
street of northern California’s most beautiful coastal city.
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